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DIRECT CONTACT THERMAL EXCHANGE
HEAT ENGINE OR HEAT PUMP

tinuously or intermittently through a single port or multiple
ports, and may be evacuated continuously or intermittently.

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED
APPLICATION

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

A further understanding of the nature and advantages of the
present invention may be realiZed by reference to the remain

This application is a nonprovisional of, and claims the
bene?t of the ?ling date of, US. Prov. Pat. Appl. No. 60/954,

ing portions of the speci?cation and the draWings Wherein
like reference numerals are used throughout the several draW
ings to refer to similar components.
FIG. 1 provides a schematic illustration of a principle used

641,
entitled “DIRECT CONTACT THERMAL
EXCHANGE HEAT ENGINE OR HEAT PUMP,” ?led Aug.
8, 2007 by Lee S. Smith and Samuel P. Weaver, the entire
disclosure of Which is incorporated herein by reference for all

by embodiments of the invention to inject dispersible material
into a Working space of a thermodynamic engine; and
FIG. 2 provides a schematic illustration of a thermody
namic engine that makes use of the injection of dispersible
material into Working spaces according to embodiments of
the invention.
FIG. 3 provides an embodiment of the invention to inject
dispersible material into a Working space of a thermodynamic

purposes.
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

This application relates generally to thermodynamic
engines, including heat pumps. More speci?cally, this appli
cation relates to a direct-contact thermal-exchange heat
engine or heat pump.

20

engine, With a horizontal cylinder con?guration.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

Many thermodynamic cycles that transform thermal
energy into Work or vice versa are inherently limited to an

e?iciency that is less than 100% of the fundamental Carnot

25

e?iciency limit. This shortcoming arises because the addition
or rejection of heat may take place at points in the thermody
namic cycle other than at the hottest and coldest temperature

pumps”; When describing physical processes of the invention,
the pertinent operations of heat engines may be inverted When
necessary to describe the operation of heat pumps.

limits. There therefore exists a need in the art for improved

methods and systems for converting betWeen thermal and
other forms of energy, and for improved methods and systems

The term “thermodynamic engines” as used throughout
this disclosure generally includes “heat engines” and “heat

30

The inventors have recogniZed that de?ciencies in improv
ing the e?iciency of thermodynamic engines may be linked to
the fact that in practice, heat addition and heat rejection pro

that add or reject heat at hot and cold temperature limits of a

cesses in such engines are not strictly isothermal. The limits to

thermodynamic cycle.

achieving 100% Carnot e?iciency With a thermodynamic
cycle that has strictly isothermal heat addition and heat rej ec
tion processes, hoWever, Would be entirely practical and not
thermodynamic. Embodiments of the invention therefore
realiZe better isothermal heat addition and heat rej ection pro

BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

35

Embodiments of the invention provide thermodynamic

engines and methods of operating thermodynamic engines.
Such thermodynamic engines may include, for example, heat

cesses Within a heat engine or a heat pump.
40

engines and heat pumps. Conversion is achieved betWeen
mechanical and thermodynamic energy by action of a Work
ing ?uid on a mechanical component. Cyclic motion of the
Working ?uid is effected betWeen a hot region of the thermo

dynamic engine and a cold region of the thermodynamic

represents mechanical energy, With the engine operating gen
45

engine. The Working ?uid may sometimes comprise a com

material is injected into the Working ?uid in at least one of the
50

heat-exchange process betWeen the dispersible material and

test temperature of the cycle, and by injection a cold dispers

Working ?uid or on the mechanical component With the dis

persible material.
55

?uid in a Working space of a hot region of the thermodynamic
engine and a cold dispersible material may be injected into the
Working ?uid in a Working space of a cold region of the

thermodynamic engine.

60

The dispersible material may be evacuated from the Work

Injection of the dispersible material 126 may take place

ible material is directed to a heat exchanger, Where heat is
added to or removed from the dispersible material, and is

The dispersible material may comprise a liquid, poWder, or
slurry in different embodiments, and may be injected con

ible material into the Working ?uid during the heat addition or
heat-rejection process occurring at the coldest temperature of
the cycle. The injection causes direct-contact convective heat
exchange betWeen the dispersible material 126 and the Work
ing ?uid 120. In speci?c embodiments, there is no substantial
collection of the dispersible material in the Working space,
nor is Work transmitted by the dispersible material betWeen
the Working ?uid and the representation of mechanical
energy.

ing ?uid. In a particular embodiment, the evacuated dispers

again injected into the Working ?uid.

liquid, slurry, or poWder into the Working ?uid 120 during the
heat-addition or heat-rejection process occurring at the hot

the Working ?uid Without effecting substantial Work on the

A hot dispersible material may be injected into the Working

erally to effect a conversion betWeen thermodynamic and
mechanical energy. A Working ?uid 120 is acted on by motion
of the piston and may be moved through a passageWay 116

connecting the Working space 124 to other portions of the
engine. Isothermal heat addition and heat rejection are
achieved by injecting a hot dispersible material 126 such as a

pressible Working ?uid. The hot region has a temperature
greater than a temperature of the cold region. A dispersible
Working spaces of a hot region or a cold region to effect a

A basic principle used in embodiments of the invention is
illustrated With FIG. 1, Which provides a schematic illustra
tion of a portion of a thermodynamic engine. The portion
includes a piston 128 Whose motion in a Working space 124

With an injection mechanism 112. The dispersible material
126 may issue from the injection mechanism 112 in various
65

patterns, including conical, solid, or sheet, or in composite
patterns synthesized by the combination of patterns of dis
persible material issuing from combinations of injection
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mechanisms, so as to promote convective heat exchange

are operated by a crankshaft 204 and are connected to it

While passing through the Working ?uid 120.

through piston rods 270, crossheads 272, and connecting rods

The injection of the dispersible material may occur sub

274. Dynamic seals 268 are provided to prevent leakage of the

stantially continuously, intermittently, or variably. Continu

Working ?uid past the piston rods 270. Of these moving parts,
only the piston rods 270 penetrate the envelope containing the
Working ?uid, typically con?ned at high pressure.

ous injection is simple, reliable, and inexpensive, and does
not have to be rapidly varied, if at all. But is has the potential
to unnecessarily inject the dispersible material 126 at certain
instances in the thermodynamic cycle When the rate of heat
added or rejected by the Working ?uid 120 may be inherently

Although shoWn as a V-type structure, other arrangements
of the cylinders 223 and 245 are possible. In particular, the

cylinders may be arranged horizontally and radially in tWo

small or Zero. This can incur unnecessary energy expenditure

banks, With their pistons connected to a vertical tWo-throW

by injecting during these instances and can burden the process
that evacuates the dispersible material 126 from the Working
space 124. Intermittent injection, hoWever, may be timed in

crankshaft. The loWer bank may comprise cylinders contain
ing hot Working spaces, and the upper bank may comprise
cylinders containing cold Working spaces. A large engine so

some embodiments to coincide With the greatest rate of heat
addition or rejection or some other cyclic process of the

con?gured may advantageously poWer a vertical electric gen
erator, similar to those poWered by vertical Water turbines at

Working ?uid 120 and Would therefore incur less energy
expenditure and inject less dispersible material 126 that is to
be evacuated from the cylinder. In any of these embodiments,
the amount of injected dispersible material 126 could vary
With the amount of mass of Working ?uid 120 contained
Within the Working space 124, provided it is su?icient to
maintain isothermal heat addition or rejection. The amount of
mass of Working ?uid may be varied, for example, in order to

hydroelectric poWer plants.
In embodiments Where the system operates as a heat
engine, the heat-addition process may occur at or near the hot
temperature and the heat-rejection process may occur at or
20

Working ?uid and generally decreases When heat is removed
from the Working ?uid. Mechanical Work is thus produced by

the pistons.

vary engine poWer output by varying the change pressure of
the Working ?uid 120.
The heat exchange process may be enhanced by a large
surface area of the injected dispersible material and a large
relative velocity betWeen the dispersible material and the
Working ?uid. The dispersible material may be evacuated
from its Working space and transmitted through a dispersible

25

In embodiments Where the system instead operates as a
heat pump, the heat-addition process may occur at or near the

cold temperature and the heat-rej ection process may occur at
or near the hot temperature. The pistons then still move such
30

material conveyance mechanism 132. The conveyance
mechanism 132 directs the dispersible material to a heat

that the total volume generally increases When heat is added
to the Working ?uid and generally decreases When heat is
removed from the Working ?uid, but mechanical Work must

then be applied to the pistons.

exchanger 104 to reject or accept heat from a heat sink or
source 108. The conveyance mechanism 132 then recycles

the dispersible material back to the injection mechanism 112.

near the cold temperature. The pistons then move such that
the total volume generally increases When heat is added to the

35

In some instances, the passageWay includes a regenerator,
Which acts as a heat-storage mechanism and heats the Work
ing ?uid to a temperature close to the hot temperature as the

Except for pressure drops through the heat exchanger 104 and
the injection mechanism 112, the dispersible material is sub

Working ?uid exits the regenerator When the Working ?uid is
?oWing toWards the hot Working space. The regenerator may

stantially at the same pressure as the Working ?uid 120 and is

also cool the Working ?uid to a temperature close to the cold
temperature as the Working ?uid exits the regenerator When

not conveyed against any other pressure difference.
With such embodiments, the maximum thermodynamic
e?iciency of the heat engine or heat pump is not inherently
limited to something less than the Carnot limit.

40

A schematic illustration of a system is illustrated in FIG. 2
for an embodiment in Which the dispersible material com

prises a liquid. The “hot” region or side of the system is shoWn
generally on the left portion of the draWing and the “cold”
region or side of the system is shoWn generally on the right
portion of the draWing. The “hot temperature” process occurs
in a “hot Working space” 222 that comprises a “hot cylinder”
223 and a sealable movable “hot piston” 225. The “cold
temperature” process similarly occurs in a “cold Working
space” 246 that comprises a “cold cylinder” 245 and a seal
able movable “cold piston” 247.

232 With passageWays 228 and 234 that alloW for the trans
45

mittal of Working ?uid betWeen the upper hot and cold
regions. The loWer hot and cold regions may likeWise be
coupled With a loWer-cylinder regenerator 23 6. Mist elimina
tors 240 may be included in the passageWays 228 and 234 to

remove from the Working ?uid any aerosol of the liquid
dispersible material entrained in the Working ?uid as the
50

The hot and cold Working spaces 222 and 246 are con

nected by a passageWay 228 and 234. Together With this
passageWay, the hot and cold Working spaces 222 and 246

the Working ?uid is ?oWing toWards the cold Working space.
The upper hot and cold regions of the system illustrated in
FIG. 2 may be coupled through an upper-cylinder regenerator

55

Working ?uid is conveyedbetWeen the cold and hot regions of
the system.
Because any heat that ?oWs through a thermally conductive
path that is not part of the thermodynamic process represents
a thermodynamic loss, the hot and cold cylinders may be
provided as separate components separated by a distance and
thermally isolated from each other, so as to reduce heat con

form a sealed variable volume sometimes referred to collec

duction betWeen them, connected only by the passageWay.

tively herein as the “total volume” that contains the Working
?uid.
Both the hot and coldpistons are “double acting,” similar to

only the interface betWeen the cylinders and their mounting

The other paths for heat conduction may be limited to include
60

operate. The hot-temperature process thus operates on both
sides of the hot piston 225 and the cold-temperature process
operates on both sides of the cold piston 247. Mechanical
motion of the pistons 225 and 247 on each region of the
system varies the total volume to effect the conversion

betWeen mechanical and thermodynamic energy. The pistons

on the rest of the structure and the piston rods. Heat conduc

tion through all of these paths may be mitigated by the selec
tion of materials and design techniques applied outside of and

the sense in Which double-acting steam or diesel engines

aWay from the cylinders. Because the temperature of each
cylinder may be uniform, heat conduction may be minimized
65

or eliminated Within each one. The materials of the cylinders
and pistons can therefore be chosen Without concern for ther
mal conduction.

US 7,694,514 B2
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In the cold region of the system, a cold-liquid reservoir 260
contains a cold liquid dispersible material 256 that may be
injected With a pump 264 into the Working ?uid of the Work

to develop a lubricating hydrodynamic ?lm. This is particu
larly the case in embodiments Where the cylinders are sub

stantially horiZontal.

ing space of the cold region of the system through injector

In certain embodiments Where the hot temperature is loW

244. The system may also include more than one injector 244

enough, a high-temperature heat transfer oil can be used as
the liquid dispersible material. If air is undesirable as a Work
ing ?uid because of the risk of accelerated oxidation or even

coupled With each pump 264. A similar structure is provided
in the hot region of the system, With a hot liquid dispersible
material 220 being maintained in a hot-liquid reservoir 216
and having a similar pump structure to inject the hot liquid

combustion of the heat-transfer ?uid, the Working ?uid could
be other materials more compatible With the heat transfer oil,
such as inert gases such as nitrogen, Which in one embodi

through injectors into the Working ?uid of the hot region.

ment is provided to all engines in an installation by a small

Within each of the reservoirs 260 and 216, there may be a

membrane-separation process that inexpensively extracts
nitrogen from air.
The rate at Which the liquid dispersible material is injected

steady-pressure region 212 and a variable-pressure region
208, separated by small ori?ces 252 that do not permit rapid
?oW of either the liquid or the Working ?uid betWeen the

steady-pressure and variable-pressure regions, With similar

into the cylinders may sometimes be substantial, the more so
the higher the pressure of the Working ?uid or the loWer the

such structures being provided for the Working spaces
throughout the hot and cold regions of the system. The steady

change in temperature of the liquid betWeen injection and
evacuation from the cylinder. The piston and the cylinder may

pressure regions of the hot-liquid reservoirs 216 may be con
nected and the level of the hot liquid 220 maintained by a

20

thus alloW rapid evacuation and return of the liquid to the
reservoir from Which it is conveyed. Rapid evacuation may be

single make-up supply system. Similarly, the steady-pressure

promoted by intercepting the injected liquid after it has tra

regions of the cold-liquid reservoirs 260 may be connected
and the level of the cold liquid 256 maintained by a single

versed the Working ?uid in the Working space With grooves,

make-up supply system.
The liquid dispersible material can form gas-tight seals
across pistons or piston rods, eliminating spring-loaded or

25

that portion of the Working space traversed by the piston.
So that the poWer consumed by injecting the liquid dispers
ible material is minimiZed, pumping of the liquid against a

otherWise energiZed rings that contact and slide over surfaces.
The clearance betWeen such moving parts, When ?lled With
liquid, can be an order of magnitude greater than the clear
ance needed in a dry clearance seal, thus enabling these parts
to be manufactured to looser tolerances and thereby be more

large pressure difference may be avoided. The pressure to the
inlet of the conveyance mechanism may thus be maintained

near the pressure of the Working ?uid, resulting in each
double-acting cylinder having tWo conveyance mecha

easily manufactured. Lubricated by the liquid, such a liquid
?lled seal Would have the loW friction of a clearance seal as

Well as the loW leakage of a contacting seal.
The liquid dispersible material can form a hydrodynamic
?lm, and can thus be used as the lubricant for all other moving
parts of the system. If there is no combustion process that can

contaminate the liquid, the liquid need not contain special
additives for preventing fouling by combustion products, as
are needed in the lubricating oil of internal combustion

nismsione dedicated to the Working space on each face of
35

Waveforms are in phase, hoWever, may be supplied from the
same conveyance mechanism.
40

engines, and the liquid need not be changed nearly as often, if

45

immiscible.

50

continuously or intermittently through each port. Further, the
injection through such ports may occur in a staged manner,
serially or overlapping each other in time and/or space.

Additional injectors may be deployed along the side of the
cylinder so as to inject more or less liquid dispersible material
as the piston motion progressively uncovers and covers the
injector outlets. Provided that the heat addition or heat rej ec

tion process remains adequately close to isothermal, injectors
so deployed Would alloW the liquid to be inj ected into the
cylinder at an automatically varying rate approximately pro

55

advantageous if the velocity of the piston is not high enough

In some instances, therefore, the condensed vapor may be
made to drain back to the hot side of the regenerator so that the

heat convected by the condensed vapor draining toWards the
hot end of the regenerator offsets the heat conducted through
the material of the regenerator toWards the cold end of the
regenerator. Such a process may be facilitated by the con?gu
ration of horiZontal cylinders arranged in tWo radial banks
described above, Where the cold ends of the regenerators may
be elevated above their hot ends.

With appropriate efforts applied to minimiZing the remain
60

portional to the length of the cylinder exposed by the piston,
thus better matching the potentially variable rate at Which the
liquid can be evacuated from the cylinder. In addition, liquid
pressure from the covered injector outlets may be high
enough to support the piston on a hydrostatic bearing formed
betWeen the side of the piston and the cylinder, Which may be

There is an optimum ?oW rate that trades off the gain in

thermal ef?ciency by approaching ideal isothermal heat addi
tion and heat rejection against the pumping losses and losses
caused by the liquid dispersible material interfering With the
motion of the piston.
Liquid dispersible material may be separated out of the
Working ?uid to keep the liquid from ?ooding the regenerator.
To the extent that the vapor pressure of the liquid is signi?
cant, condensation of vapor in the regenerator preferably does
not degrade the heat conduction behavior of the regenerator.

The liquid dispersible material may be injected continu
ously or intermittently via a single port. Alternatively, the
liquid may be injected through more than one port, either

the piston in that cylinder. Working spaces having processes
at the same temperature, either hot or cold, in a multiple
cylinder engine or heat pump Whose pressure versus time

at all. If the difference in temperature betWeen the hot and
cold regions is so great that a single liquid is not suitable for

use in both regions, different liquids may be used, provided
that they are relatively easily separated, such as by being

?ns, screens, and/or the like on the cylinder or piston surfaces,
to collect the liquid and direct it back to the variable-pressure
region of its reservoir, and to absorb enough of its kinetic
energy so as to prevent the liquid from splashing back into

ing losses, over 90% of the Carnot limit may be obtained in
some embodiments, and over 85% of the Carnot limit may be
obtained over a 5:1 ratio in mechanical poWer, achieved by

variation in speed or in the average pressure of the Working
?uid.
65

Thus, having described several embodiments, it Will be
recogniZed by those of skill in the art that various modi?ca
tions, alternative constructions, and equivalents may be used

US 7,694,514 B2
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Without departing from the spirit of the invention. Accord
ingly, the above description should not be taken as limiting
the scope of the invention, Which is de?ned in the following

15. The method recited in claim 14 further comprising
directing the evacuated dispersible material to a heat

claims.

Working ?uid comprises injecting the dispersible material

exchanger, Wherein injecting the dispersible material into the
emanating from the heat exchanger into the Working ?uid.

What is claimed is:

16. The method recited in claim 14 Wherein evacuating the

1. A method of operating a thermodynamic engine con?g

dispersible material from the Working space comprises sub

ured to convert betWeen mechanical and thermodynamic
energy by action of a Working ?uid on a mechanical compo

stantially intermittently evacuating the dispersible material
from the Working space.
17. The method recited in claim 1 Wherein injecting the
dispersible material is effected via multiple ports.
18. The method recited in claim 1 Wherein the dispersible
material comprises, a liquid dispersible material, the method
further comprising forming a hydrodynamic bearing With the

nent, the method comprising:
effecting cyclic motion of the Working ?uid betWeen a hot
region of the thermodynamic engine and a cold region of
the thermodynamic engine, the hot region having a tem
perature greater than a temperature of the cold region;
and
injecting a dispersible material into the Working ?uid at a
Working space of at least one of the hot region and the
cold region to effect a heat-exchange process betWeen

liquid dispersible material.
19. A method of operating a thermodynamic engine con
?gured to convert betWeen mechanical and thermodynamic

the dispersible material and the Working ?uid Without

energy by action of a Working ?uid on a mechanical compo

effecting substantial Work on the Working ?uid or on the

nent, the method comprising: effecting cyclic motion of the
Working ?uid betWeen a hot region of the thermodynamic
engine and a cold region of the thermodynamic engine, the

mechanical component With the dispersible material;

20

collecting the dispersible material an at least one reservoir,

hot region having a temperature greater than a temperature of
the cold region; injecting a dispersible material into the Work

Wherein the at least one reservoir includes a steady

pressure region and a variable-pressure region separated
by at least one ori?ce.

2. The method recited in claim 1 Wherein injecting the

25

the dispersible material and the Working ?uid Without effect

dispersible material comprises:

ing substantial Work on the Working ?uid or on the mechani

injecting a hot dispersible material into the Working ?uid at
a hot Working space of the hot region of the thermody

namic engine; and
injecting a cold dispersible material into the Working ?uid

ing ?uid at a Working space of at least one of the hot region
and the cold region to effect a heat-exchange process betWeen

cal component With the dispersible material, Wherein the

dispersible material comprises a liquid dispersible material,
30

at a cold Working space of the cold region of the ther

the method further comprising forming a hydro static bearing
With the liquid dispersible material; and collecting the dis

modynamic engine.

persible material in at least one reservoir, Wherein the at least

3. The method recited in claim 2 Wherein the cold dispers
ible material is different from the hot dispersible material.
4. The method recited in claim 1 Wherein injecting the

one reservoir includes a steady-pressure region and a vari

able-pressure region separated by at least one ori?ce.
35

injecting the dispersible material into the Working ?uid.
5. The method recited in claim 4 further comprising sub

stantially continuously evacuating the dispersible material
from the Working space.
6. The method recited in claim 5 further comprising direct
ing the evacuated dispersible material to a heat exchanger,
Wherein injecting the dispersible material into the Working

?uid comprises injecting dispersible material emanating
from the heat exchanger into the Working ?uid.

21. The method recited in claim 1 Wherein the dispersible
40

further comprising ?oWing the liquid dispersible material
direction heat conducts in a material comprising the surface.

22. A thermodynamic engine comprising:
45

50

9. The method recited in claim 1 further comprising main
taining a temperature of the hot region and maintaining a

temperature of the cold region.
10. The method recited in claim 1 Wherein the thermody
namic engine is a heat pump.
11. The method recited in claim 1 Wherein injecting the
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dispersible material comprises substantially intermittently

perature is greater than the cold temperature;
a Working ?uid;
a dispersible material;
a mechanism for effecting cyclic motion of the Working
action of the Working ?uid on the mechanical compo
nent; and
a mechanism for injecting the dispersible material into the
Working ?uid in a Working space of at least one of the hot

12. The method recited in claim 11 Wherein substantially

mittent process of the Working ?uid.
13. The method recited in claim 1 Wherein injecting the

a mechanical component;
a hot region at a hot temperature;
a cold region at a cold temperature, Wherein the hot tem

?uid betWeen the hot region and the cold region to con
vert betWeen mechanical and thermodynamic energy by

injecting the dispersible material into the Working ?uid.
intermittently injecting the dispersible material into the Work
ing ?uid is performed substantially correlated With an inter

material comprises a liquid dispersible material, the method
over a surface to convect heat in a direction different from a

7. The method recited in claim 1 Wherein the dispersible
material comprises a liquid, a poWder, or a slurry.
8. The method recited in claim 1 Wherein the Working ?uid

is compressible.

20. The method recited in claim 1 Wherein the dispersible

material comprises a liquid dispersible material, the method
further comprising forming a dynamic seal With the liquid
dispersible material.

dispersible material comprises substantially continuously
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region and the cold region to effect a heat-exchange
process betWeen the dispersible material and the Work
ing ?uid Without effecting substantial Work on the Work
ing ?uid or on the mechanical component With the dis

persible material; and

dispersible material into the Working ?uid comprises inject

a mechanism for holding the dispersible material, Wherein

ing the dispersible material in a pattern.
14. The method recited in claim 1 further comprising
evacuating the dispersible material from the Working space.

variable-pressure region separated by at least one ori

the mechanism includes a steady-pressure region and a

?ce.
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23. The thermodynamic engine recited in claim 22 Wherein
the mechanism for injecting the dispersible material com

32. The thermodynamic engine recited in claim 3 1 Wherein
the cylinder comprises a horiZontal cylinder.
33. The thermodynamic engine recited in claim 3 0 Wherein
the mechanism for evacuating the dispersible material is

prises:
a mechanism for injecting a hot dispersible material into
the Working ?uid at a hot Working space at the hot region

adapted to substantially continuously evacuate the dispers
ible material from the Working space.
34. The thermodynamic engine recited in claim 3 0 Wherein
the mechanism for evacuating the dispersible material is
adapted to intermittently evacuate the dispersible material
from the Working space.
35. The thermodynamic engine recited in claim 30 further
comprising a heat exchanger positioned to receive the evacu
ated dispersible material and to provide the dispersible mate
rial to the mechanism for injecting the dispersible material
into the Working ?uid.
3 6. The thermodynamic engine recited in claim 22 Wherein
the dispersible material comprises a liquid, poWder, or slurry.
37. The thermodynamic engine recited in claim 22 Wherein

of the thermodynamic engine; and
a mechanism for injecting a cold dispersible material into
the Working ?uid at a cold Working space at the cold

region of the thermodynamic engine.
24. The thermodynamic engine recited in claim 23 Wherein
the cold dispersible material is different from the hot dispers
ible material.

25. The thermodynamic engine recited in claim 22 Wherein
the mechanism for injecting the dispersible material is

adapted to substantially continuously inject the dispersible
material into the Working ?uid.
26. The thermodynamic engine recited in claim 22 Wherein
the mechanism for injecting the dispersible material is

adapted to intermittently inject the dispersible material into
the Working ?uid.
27. The thermodynamic engine recited in claim 22 Wherein
the mechanism for injecting the dispersible material is
adapted to intermittently inject the dispersible material into
the Working ?uid substantially correlated in time With an
intermittent process of the Working ?uid.
28. The thermodynamic engine recited in claim 22 Wherein
the mechanism for injecting the dispersible material into the

the Working ?uid is compressible.
20
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Working ?uid is adapted to inject the dispersible material into
the Working ?uid in a pattern.
29. The thermodynamic engine recited in claim 22 Wherein
the mechanism for injecting the dispersible material into the

30

Working ?uid comprises multiple ports.
30. The thermodynamic engine recited in claim 22 further
comprising a mechanism for evacuating the dispersible mate
rial from the Working space.
31. The thermodynamic engine recited in claim 30 further
comprising a mechanism for evacuating the dispersible mate
rial from the Working space, the mechanism for evacuating
the dispersible material comprising a cylinder containing a

moveable piston.
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38. The thermodynamic engine recited in claim 22 Wherein
the hot region is maintained at the hot temperature and the
cold region is maintained at the cold temperature.
39. A heat pump comprising:
a hot region at a hot temperature;
a cold region at a cold temperature, Wherein the hot tem

perature is greater than the cold temperature;
a Working ?uid;
a dispersible material;
a mechanism for effecting cyclic motion of the Working
?uid betWeen the hot region and the cold region; and
a mechanism for injecting the dispersible material into the
Working ?uid in a Working space of at least one of the hot
region and the cold region to effect a heat-exchange
process betWeen the dispersible material and the Work

ing ?uid; and
a mechanism for holding the dispersible material, Wherein
the mechanism includes a steady-pressure region and a

variable-pressure region separated by at least one ori
?ce.

